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ABSTRACT9

Medical imaging modalities are vast and include the well-established techniques of Computerized Tomography (CT), Magnetic

Resonance Imaging (MRI) or Ultrasounds. Though the underlying physics differs amongst modalities, a similar Inverse Mapping

is shared: the recovery of the internal physical property under analysis from measurements obtained at the exterior of the body.

In the lesser common technique of Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT), measurement of the voltage levels around a body

part are used to retrieve the internal distribution map for conductivity. The complexity of the Inverse Problem in EIT surpasses

that found for the Forward Problem (or Mapping), both in terms of mathematical formulation and computational overload. The

ill-posed nature of the Inverse Problem further contributes to that intricacy, and solutions to tackle it will be presented in this

paper by means of a non-linear optimization scheme involving the iterative Gauss-Newton (GN) method with Total Variation

(TV) regularization, applied to two-dimensional (2D) body domains only. The proposed scheme is also compared to other

traditional reconstruction algorithms like 2D back-projection and the sensitivity approximation to the Jacobian matrix of the

system of equations governing EIT. Results from conductivity map reconstructions in anatomical phantoms have shown an

improvement in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and distribution map error (DME) of 36% and 11% for the proposed non-linear

method relative to the back-projection and single-step GN method with sensitivity approximation.

10

Introduction11

Electrical Impedance Tomography as a medical imaging modality has been applied in the past years to the monitoring of several12

physiological events occurring inside tissues, with different degrees of success. Some examples include the measurement13

of pulmonary ventilation1, 2, gastric emptying3, 4, assessment of bone mineral density5, cardiac output6, brain function7, 8,14

urodynamics9–11, as well as breast cancer screening12. Despite all these applications, EIT is yet to be regarded as a valid tool for15

routine clinical practice. Its lower spatial resolution when compared to other imaging modalities such as CT or MRI, combined16

with the complexity involved in the resolution of the so-called Inverse Problem for large scale domains (human body) further17

hinders the application of EIT in medicine3, 13. However, the superior temporal resolution of EIT and the absence of ionization18

radiation during the imaging procedure, make this technique highly attractive as an extension to the bioimpedance method, by19

mapping the entire distribution of the internal conductivity of tissues into 2D medical images or 3D volumes from voltage20

measurements taken at the surface.21

In conventional imaging modalities (e.g. X-rays in CT), a collimated beam of radiation passes through the body tissues22

in a straight line, and the attenuation of said beam is affected only by the material disposed along the path. So, CT can be23

defined as a local modality, meaning that internal pixels or voxels in the reconstruction maps affect only some of the boundary24

measurements. For the lower spectral range of EIT, scattering of the electric field over the body and nonlocal effects are more25

pronounced. Local change of conductivity typically induces variations on every voltage collected at the boundary, regardless of26

the current pattern injected inside the domain. As such, in order to find the distribution map for conductivity one must solve a27

system of simultaneous equations relating each domain element (pixel or voxel) to every measurement. It is also worth noting28

that EIT is not “tomographic” in the broader sense of the word, since it is not possible to reconstruct a map slice by slice due29

to the inability to confine electric currents to a single plane like X-rays, further increasing the complexity for conductivity30

estimation.31

EIT has been traditionally classified as an ill-posed problem in accordance to Hadamard’s terminology14, 15, due to the limited32

number of voltage measurements collected at the body surface for reconstruction, which combined with noisy measurements,33



limited accuracy and numerical modelling errors lead to an inconsistent estimation of the conductivity distribution. Moreover,34

large variations in the internal conductivity map may be undetectable at the body surface for some measurement precision,35

compromising the uniqueness of the solution necessary for EIT. As such, ill-posed problems cannot be directly inverted without36

the introduction of a priori information or regularization to the model in order to attenuate the ill-posedness, as commonly37

done during the resolution of the Inverse Problem. In fact, several methods have been proposed in literature to tackle the38

non-linear behavior and ill-posed nature of EIT in the form of analytical approaches such as the back-projection algorithm16,39

global impedance17 or variants to the traditional Gauss-Newton method, including single-step7 and multi-step18 reconstructions,40

the latter with iterative estimation of the conductivity map by re-calculating the Jacobian and Hessian matrices derived from41

the Taylor’s series expansion of the EIT functional at every step. To cope with the computationally demanding calculation42

of the previous matrices, numerical approximations are often pursued by the sensitivity approach19, especially in large 3D43

domains, whereas the incorporation of a regularization term helps to stabilize the inverse process itself. Different penalty norms44

have been already suggested for EIT as alternatives to singular value decomposition17 by Tikhonov7, Total Variation20, 21, and45

Laplacian22 regularizer, each of them penalizing conductivity estimates in terms of solution edges, amplitude, or slopes. Other46

methods are based on Bayesian approaches rather than on analytical or deterministic methods, since they allow to control and47

quantify some uncertainty parameters during the inversion process1, while accommodating different data models for EIT as a48

priori information. Still, results have shown that no significant improvement is reached by these methods relative to analytical49

ones23, potentially leading to unrealistic maps for conductivity distribution within medical images if too much weight is placed50

on the probabilistic model. Finally, some recent work with neural networks has been applied to EIT10, although more oriented51

for the post-processing of the conductivity estimate by comparing it to (offline) trained datasets and, thus, reducing the possible52

solution set for EIT.53

However, the vast majority of the methods described above still use simple synthetic phantoms for reconstruction purposes,54

which are composed by a background conductivity map to which regular-shaped perturbation are added in a limited number, for55

the sake of solution convergence within acceptable processing times. In a medical point-of-view, this type of modelling is not56

accurate as tissues are highly irregular, with large conductivity contrasts and dispersed non-uniformly within the tomographic57

slice, thus influencing electric current propagation through the body and the distribution of the respective electric potential58

lines. In this paper, we propose a non-linear optimization scheme for the resolution of the Inverse Problem in EIT resorting to59

an iterative estimation for conductivity based on the Gauss-Newton method with TV regularization. The proposed method60

is applied to 2D conductivity distribution maps only (images), created from anatomical phantoms of internal body tissues61

contained inside tomographic slices, as 3D reconstructions are not yet suitable for the demanding computational method adopted62

in here. The estimates are then compared to other standard reconstruction methods involving theoretically less computational63

Figure 1. Resolution of the Forward Problem in EIT for medical images. A. MRI transverse slices from the chest, abdomen, and pelvic regions to be used as templates for the

calculation of the electric potential distribution within these regions and imposed by off-body sources (electrodes). B. Potential distribution in the chest region when exciting from

the left-side of the body. C. Potential distribution at the level of the liver (abdomen). D. Potential at the level of the urinary bladder (pelvic region). E. Potential difference

(voltage) obtained at each electrode-sensing pair as a function of the excitation pair number (chest).
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overload, including 2D back-projection and sensitivity approaches. Potential applications of this method include the estimation64

of many physiological parameters inside body tissues, circulating fluids and/or cavities, and suitable to be implemented65

in situ by wearable technology in the form of small standalone and energy-efficient platforms (e.g. epidermal electronics,66

lab-on-skin24), therefore avoiding massive numerical computations performed off-body (in servers or databases) for estimation67

of the distribution map for conductivity.68

Results69

Transverse slices of anatomical structures present in the chest, abdomen and pelvic regions obtained by MRI were used to70

build the 2D computational domain for the EIT Forward Problem inside Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA), as shown71

in Fig. 1A. The original medical images were down-scaled to dimensions of 150 × 150 pixels with equal axis resolution (572

mm) in the x- and y-directions to facilitate spatial discretization and computational implementation. The relevant anatomical73

structures within each slice were identified in accordance with the image intensity levels present in the MRI scan, followed by74

the assignment of similar intensity pixels into clusters in order to identify (and label) different body tissues. Image filtering by75

means of a 10-by-10 Gaussian mask assisted in the removal of isolated pixels within the slices, while smoothing out transitions76

between clusters (tissues). Assignment of the conductivity value represented by σ to each tissue was done according to77

Table 1 in section Forward Problem in EIT solved by FIT from Methods, therefore yielding a σ map with a total of 2250078

individual elements, whose barycenter is used to allocate the electric potential as dictated by FIT. By its turn, tissue stimulation79

for EIT uses a ring of electrodes equally distributed along the boundary of each anatomical slice, with current entering the body80

through a single electrode/element (source) and leaving by a different one (sink), as part of a current driving-pair of electrodes.81

Examples of the distribution of the electric potential (φ ) in the anatomical phantoms for the chest, abdomen and pelvic regions82

are shown in Figs. 1B to 1E, obtained when stimulating by an electrode pair located on the left-side of the body and after the83

resolution of the Forward Problem in EIT. Different number of electrodes and current-injection protocols (that is, spacing84

Figure 2. Conductivity reconstruction maps obtained by the three different methods (2D back-projection, GN with sensitivity and non-linear approaches) using 32 boundary

electrodes, the adjacent electrode pair for current injection/measurement collection and SNR level of 30 dB for the collected vector of voltage potentials.
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between source and sink electrodes) were also tested for performance comparison in the ensuing map estimations for σ .85

Conductivity reconstruction maps for the several anatomical phantoms considered within the present manuscript are shown86

in Fig. 2, using the proposed non-linear methods and others (back-projection and sensitivity approaches) described in sections87

Inverse Problem in EIT with non-linear optimization and Other reconstruction approaches from Methods, respectively.88

In these reconstructions, the number of electrodes employed at the beginning of the reconstructions totalized 32, with the89

adjacent electrode pair protocol for current injection and measurements (voltage) collection. Additional white Gaussian noise90

was added to the measurements in order to mimic the effects of a real acquisition system in medical imaging. During the first91

reconstructions, the relation between measured power and added noise (or SNR) was set to a level of 30 dB, with the initial92

estimate for σ being a constant blank background.93

For the back-projection method, a single iteration is used to obtain the reconstructed conductivity map from the relation94

between the projections and collected measurements with and without conductivity perturbations inside the domain during95

the resolution of the EIT Forward Problem, quite in a similar way as the single-step GN method with sensitivity approach.96

Regarding the proposed non-linear method, a total number of 10 iterations were used to improve reconstruction metrics, as long97

as the normalized error norm decreased monotonically along iterations. This error norm is given by Eq. 1, which employs the98

Euclidean length (l2-norm) calculated between the estimated map at iteration p and the optimal σ∗ distribution map.99

error norm =
‖ σ (p)−σ∗ ‖2

‖ σ∗ ‖2
(1)

Since the number of degrees of freedom to be reconstructed within the maps is 150 × 150 = 22500 and there are only (32 ×100

32)/2 = 496 independent measurements for a 32-electrode EIT system, σ reconstructions rely massively on the regularization101

term of the optimization functional. An evolution of the magnitude of the regularization parameter λ was performed within102

the range between 1×10−6 and 1×10−12 to assess its influence in the obtained error norm of the proposed non-linear GN103

method calculated for the last conductivity estimate (iteration). Figure 3A shows the result of this test for the three anatomical104

phantoms with a 32-electrode system and adjacent protocol. Since lower error norms were obtained for λ around 1×10−9, this105

value was selected for the forthcoming reconstructions, whereas the parameters for β and ξ were set to 1×10−5 and 1×10−10,106

Figure 3. Performance metrics obtained for the chest, abdomen and pelvis phantoms, reconstructed by the proposed non-linear GN method. A. Evolution of the error norm as a

function of the regularization parameter λ used in the reconstruction routine for the three phantoms (32 electrodes, adjacent electrode pair protocol, SNR level of 30 dB). B.

Evolution of the normalized error norm as a function of the number of iterations for the phantoms with the same number of boundary electrodes (32), SNR level (30 dB) and

different injection protocols (adjacent, quarter or half). C. Error norm evolution with iteration number for the phantoms with the same injection protocol (adjacent electrode-pair),

SNR level (30 dB) and different number of boundary electrodes (8, 16 or 32). D. Error norm evolution along iterations calculated as an average value between the phantoms

subjected to different SNR levels (adjacent protocol with 32 boundary electrodes).
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respectively, necessary to invert the system of equations for EIT (Eqs. 17 and 18) described in section Inverse Problem in EIT107

with non-linear optimization from Methods.108

Moreover, the influence of different initial conditions in the reconstruction methods was also studied to assess their109

performance against varying factors such as the number of boundary electrodes (8, 16 or 32), type of protocol for current110

injection/measurement collection (adjacent, quarter and half separation), as well as different magnitudes of added Gaussian111

noise to the collected measurements (5, 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 dB). The influence of different protocols on the error norm for a112

32-electrode system subjected to SNR levels of 30 dB is shown in Fig. 3B. For this system, the adjacent protocol corresponds113

to a contiguous electrode pair, quarter protocol to a separation of 8 electrodes (32/4) and half to 16 (32/2). By its turn, the114

influence of different number of boundary electrodes is depicted in Fig. 3C, by resorting to the same adjacent protocol between115

systems and SNR level (30 dB). Finally, the influence of different noise levels on the measurements obtained after the resolution116

of the EIT Forward Problem is shown in Fig. 3D, again for a 32-electrode system with adjacent electrode pair protocol. From117

the results, one can observe immediately that higher SNR levels (30 to 50 dB) produce almost similar error norms, hence the118

Figure 4. Conductivity reconstruction maps obtained for several tomographic slices located in the chest, abdomen and pelvis with affected areas (dashed circle) corresponding

either to associated medical conditions (e.g., mass obstruction in the chest region and liver damage in the abdomen) or different volumes of enclosed conductivity (urine within the

pelvis). These reconstructions were performed for the three numerical methods described within the manuscript (2D back-projection, GN with sensitivity and non-linear

approaches) using a 32-electrode system with adjacent electrode pair protocol and SNR level of 30 dB.
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use of a SNR level of 30 dB when depicting the previous reconstructed maps in Fig. 2. Similarly, 32-electrode systems with119

adjacent electrode pair protocol were selected due to the lower error norms achieved.120

Additional reconstructions were performed using the same tomographic slices at different body levels, but now with121

associated conductivity disturbances, in an attempt to see if the different reconstruction methods could detect them. For the122

chest, a mass obstruction of the left main bronchus was created affecting the density of the surrounding soft tissue (lungs) and,123

consequently, its conductivity. For the abdominal phantom, a damage on the rightmost part of the liver led to tissue scarring124

(fibrosis), with irregular nodules replacing the smooth liver tissue as commonly found in the condition of cirrhosis. Within the125

pelvic region, 4 different volumes of urine contained inside the urinary bladder were tested in order to evaluate the performance126

of the reconstruction methods to monitor the physiological process of bladder filling with normal conductivity set for urine.127

The volumes tested were 50 ml (or residual volume), 150 ml, 300 ml, and 500 ml (full state). The results obtained for some of128

these reconstructions are shown in Fig. 4 for the 3 numerical methods, with both phantoms being imaged by a 32-electrode129

system running the adjacent electrode pair protocol and measurement noise level at 30 dB.130

In order to achieve completeness in terms of image quality analysis for the reconstruction maps obtained amongst the131

different phantoms, numerical methods and (initial) imaging conditions, two standard metrics were employed, namely the132

signal-to-noise ratio for reconstructions (or SNRrecon) and distribution map error (DMErecon) given by Eqs. 2 and 3, respectively,133

with σ∗
i, j representing the conductivity at pixel (i,j) in the optimal map, and σi, j for the reconstructed map.134

SNRrecon(σ
(p)) = 20log

[max(σ (p)−σ∗)−min(σ (p)−σ∗)

std(σ (p)−σ∗)

]

(2)

Figure 5. Performance metrics employed for quality assessment of the reconstruction maps for σ obtained by the numerical methods, under the influence of different initial

conditions. A. Evolution of SNRrecon (left) and DMErecon (right) metrics for the chest, abdominal and pelvic phantoms using the 2D back-projection (BP), GN with sensitivity (SE)

and non-linear (NL) approaches, in the condition of 8 boundary electrodes, adjacent electrode pair protocol and several SNR levels affecting the collected measurements. B. Same

metrics evolution obtained when employing 16 boundary electrodes. C. Metrics evolution for a 32-electrode system. D. SNRrecon and DMErecon metrics for a 32-electrode system

using the quarter injection/measurement protocol (separation of 8 electrodes). E. Identical metrics for the half injection/measurement protocol (separation of 16 electrodes in the

32-electrode system). F. Evolution of the performance metrics for the anatomical slices with associated medical conditions in the chest and abdominal phantoms (32-electrode

system, adjacent electrode pair protocol and three SNR levels of added noise: 20, 30 and 40 dB). G. Same metrics for the condition of varying urinary bladder volume (4 discrete

levels labelled from 1 to 4). H. Evolution of the performance metrics for all the tested phantoms, with initial blank conductivity distribution (NL) or estimate from the 2D

back-projection method (NL+BP), used as the first iteration of the non-linear GN method. I. Evolution of the image error norm along the iterations of the proposed non-linear GN

method for the chest, abdominal and pelvic phantoms (32-electrode system, adjacent electrode pair protocol, 20 dB SNR) with different initial conductivity map estimate: blank

distribution (NL) and derived from back-projection (NL+BP).
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DMErecon(σ
(p)) =

1

N2

N

∑
i, j

|σ (p)
i, j −σ∗

i, j|
max(σ∗)−min(σ∗)

(3)

For the 2D back-projection and GN method with sensitivity approach, only the first iteration (p = 0) was evaluated by135

the previous metrics, whereas for the proposed GN method with non-linear optimization approach the last iteration (p = 10)136

was evaluated. The evolution of the metrics is plotted on a bar graphic for SNRrecon on the left axis of Figs. 5A to 5C, while137

DMErecon appears as a superimposed red curve along the bars, whose magnitude is shown on the right axis. These first plots138

exhibit the influence of different electrode systems (8, 16 and 32) on the metrics for the adjacent protocol, while testing the five139

noise levels allowed to the collected measurements (5, 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 dB). Subsequent plots show the influence of the140

quarter and half current injection/measurement collection on the SNRrecon and DMErecon metrics for a 32-electrode system141

only, and for the different phantoms and reconstruction methods within Figs. 5D and 5E, respectively. For the tomographic142

slices representing medical conditions and bladder volume monitoring, the metrics were only evaluated with noise levels of 20,143

30 and 40 dB inside 32-electrode systems (adjacent protocol), as they exhibited better performance results (Figs. 5F and 5G).144

Finally, one last experiment was carried out to assess the influence of the initial conductivity estimate in the proposed145

non-linear method. The constant conductivity background (NL) was tested against the reconstruction estimate provided by the146

2D back-projection method (NL+BP) and used as the initial conductivity map entering the GN method (iteration zero). The147

performance metrics achieved by this experiment are gathered together in Fig. 5H, for all the tested phantoms (with and without148

perturbations) inside a 32-electrode system with adjacent protocol for current injection/measurement collection. Furthermore,149

the evolution of the average error norm along the iterations for each slice (chest, abdomen and pelvis) was also recorded in150

Fig. 5I, for the non-linear GN method with initial blank distribution (NL) for σ , as well as retrieved from the back-projection151

method in the first iteration (NL+BP). At the end, Fig. 6 shows the reconstructed conductivity maps obtained by the (NL+BP)152

method inside the chest phantom (Figs. 6A and 6B), abdomen (Figs. 6C and 6D) and pelvis (Figs. 6E to 6H), the latter ones153

with several volumes of stored urine within the bladder walls.154

Figure 6. Conductivity reconstruction maps obtained for the proposed non-linear method with TV regularization and initial estimate obtained by the 2D back-projection method

(32-electrode system, adjacent electrode pair protocol, SNR level of 20 dB). A. Chest phantom. B. Chest phantom with mass obstruction of the lung tissue encircled by the pink

dashed circle. C. Abdominal phantom. D. Abdominal phantom with affected tissue damage inside the liver. E. Pelvic phantom with residual urinary bladder volume. F. Pelvic

phantom with a lower intermediary volume contained inside the bladder walls. G. Pelvic phantom for a higher intermediary bladder volume. H. Pelvic phantom closer to the

condition of full urinary bladder volume.

Discussion155

The results obtained within this manuscript have shown better performance metrics for the conductivity reconstruction maps156

when using larger number of boundary electrodes (32), which yields more independent measurements as seen both for the157

evolution of the error norm along iterations (Fig. 3C) and SNRrecon/DMErecon metrics (Figs. 5A to 5C), regardless of the158

added noise levels or tested phantoms. Only the previous metrics for the 2D back-projection method remain fairly constant159

between different electrode systems. For the two GN methods tested (sensitivity and non-linear approaches), the SNRrecon160
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levels increase for SNR above 20 dB, with DMRrecon following a steep decreasing trend. Regarding the influence of the current161

injection/voltage measurement protocol (within Figs. 3B, 5C to 5E), better performance metrics were achieved for the adjacent162

protocol, followed by the quarter and half ones. This situation is also reported on other literature sources1, 22 where the adjacent163

electrode pair protocol seems to be the most standard system in-use for EIT. Reasons for this selection may be attributed to164

local current spreading effects occurring closer to the driving-pair, which influence more decisively the nearby voltage-sensing165

electrodes relative to the half and quarter protocols, wherein effects of electric current propagation are recorded more distantly166

and, therefore, dissipated evenly throughout the entire simulation domain.167

In terms of qualitative assessment of the σ reconstructions obtained by the three numerical methods, the 2D back-projection168

clearly identifies with great detail the natural contours of internal body tissues or organs; however, the obtained σ levels are still169

1 to 2 orders of magnitude lower than the original or optimal distribution map (Fig. 2). By its turn, tissue contours obtained170

by the single-step GN method with sensitivity approximation and proposed non-linear approach appear more blurred in the171

images, though the true conductivity levels are eventually recovered by the latter method, especially in the maps with higher172

conductivity contrasts between internal tissues and background. This also helped to identify with more precision the affected173

areas associated with medical conditions inside the chest and abdominal regions, while tracking better the volume of stored174

urine within the pelvic region, except for the residual volume state (Fig. 6). In addition, better SNRrecon and DMErecon metrics175

were achieved with the proposed non-linear method as seen in Figs. 5F and 5G. In general, there is an improvement of 36%176

and 11% of the performance metrics for the proposed method relative to the back-projection and single-step GN method with177

sensitivity approach, respectively. Moreover, the influence of added noise levels within the collected measurements is more178

pronounced when tracking the bladder volume, wherein the 20 dB level surpasses that obtained with the 30 and 40 dB levels for179

larger bladder volumes (3 and 4) in the SNRrecon metric. However, the DMErecon decisively follows an opposite trend.180

Regarding the choice of the initial conductivity estimate for the proposed non-liner method, the use of σ estimates181

obtained directly from the back-projection method has proved to yield slightly better results than blank σ distributions, with182

an improvement of roughly 6% between recorded performance metrics (Fig. 5H). Perhaps, the most evident advancement183

yielded by the use of an initial back-projection estimate is the steep decrease of the error norm during the first 4 iterations of the184

non-linear GN method (Fig. 5I), followed by its convergence to the final error norm. In the last reconstructions in Fig. 6, both185

the contours and magnitude of the internal tissues composing each slice are best approximated by the (NL+BP) method relative186

to the non-linear GN method alone (NL). Indeed, back-projection seems to contribute to the correct identification of internal187

tissue borders and limits within the slices due to the current spreading effect employed by this algorithm, leaving initial “seeds”188

of tissue conductivity values to be recovered later by the GN method at a faster convergence rate.189

Finally, the proposed non-linear method does not come with some limitations. To start with, the method itself was only190

applied to 2D domains (images) with equivalent dimensions for the different tomographic slices tested, which in reality might191

not reflect the true anatomy of some body segments. Secondly, confinement of EIT currents to a single anatomical slice is hardly192

verified in practice since current streamlines propagate in all the three directions according to the local conductivity distribution193

between source and sink points. On the other hand, 3D reconstructions were impractical to achieve by the current method194

due to the overall dimensions of the (non-linear) system of equations to be inverted. For this scenario, other reconstruction195

methods must be pursued, including the 3D back-projection method, and also taking advantage of parallel computation instead196

of sequential inversion. The fact that only the single-step GN method with sensitivity approach was used for performance197

comparison with the proposed method (and not its multi-step counterpart) had to do with the amount of processing time198

required to solve a single iteration, sometimes even longer than that for the entire non-linear approach (≈ 5 minutes). Possibly,199

the discrepancy in terms of the dimensions of the system of equations yielded by the sensitivity approach and the sparsity200

level involved contributed both to this phenomenon. Other numerical methods involving post-processing of the collected201

measurements or the final reconstructed maps are also associated with novel digital processing techniques (e.g., supervised202

learning classification10 and Bayesian learning23) that help circumvent the ill-posed nature of the EIT Inverse Problem but203

without completely solving it.204

Methods205

Forward Problem in EIT solved by FIT206

The set of equations governing the Forward Problem in EIT have long been derived, by making use of some mathematical207

simplifications applied to the Ampere’s Law in the harmonic regime of wave propagation, stating that all the magnetic208

phenomena inside the simulation domain is negligible and the electric field irrotational (∇ × E = 0), thus originated from209

the gradient of a scalar potential, φ .These conditions force the continuity equation in Physics25 by preserving the electric210

fluxes over the computational domain Ω except in the elements where the electric current flows in and out (driving or injection211
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electrode pair), as given by Eq. 4.212

{

σgradφ in =−σgradφ out
, driving-pairs

div(σgradφ) = 0, elsewhere
(4)

The knowledge in advance of the complete distribution map for conductivity (σ ), as well as the topological operators for213

gradient (grad) and divergence (div) enables the computation of the scalar potential as the solution of the Forward Problem in214

EIT all over the domain, specially at the boundary where voltage-sensing electrodes (when different from the current-driving215

ones) collect the difference in potential between locations encompassed by an electrode pair, or relative to a common potential216

reference3. In practice only a finite number of electrodes is employed, with the voltage-sensing and current-driving electrodes217

sharing the same location (equivalent pair, but different functionality), which yields a finite number Nv of possible voltage218

measurements. These can form a data vector of the form V = [v1, v2, ..., vNv ] that is related to the σ map by mapping matrix Fσ ,219

as stated in Eq. 5.220

Fσ (σ) =V (5)

This is the formulation of the Forward Problem in EIT, and the Inverse Problem requires the recovery of σ by knowing V.221

In this study, the Forward Problem for 2D domains (images) will differ slightly from that within Eq. 5. The approach is to222

confine all the information on σ to an operator A and apply it to the set of potentials φ =[φ1, φ2, ...,φNv ], as done in Eq. 6.223

A(σ)φ =V (6)

Discretization of Eq. 4 for 2D domains is achieved in the current study by resorting to the framework employed by the224

Finite Integration Technique (FIT)26, 27. This yields the following discretized system of equations,225

div(Λgradφ) = 0, except driving-pairs (7)

where grad = [Dh Dv]T is a matrix composed by 1st order horizontal (Dh) and vertical (Dv) differences for each pixel (element)226

in the image; div = [Dh Dv]; and matrix Λ = [Phσ 0
0 Pvσ ] contains an average of σ in each space direction.227

The EIT system of equations just described was applied to 2D anatomical slices of the chest, abdomen and pelvic regions,228

whose main structures were assigned the conductivity levels present in Table 1. The numerical system was implemented229

in the form Au=b, with matrix A ∈ ℜNe×Ne (Ne = number of domain elements) containing the product of the topological230

operators with conductivity, b ∈ ℜNe×Nv an all-zero column matrix except in the elements driving current and u ∈ ℜNe×Nv
231

the solution in terms of φ . Inversion of the system (u=A−1b) was achieved within a couple of seconds of processing time232

without pre-conditioning the highly sparse matrix A, using an Intel Core i7-4770 (3.4 GHz) processor and 16 MB of RAM.233

Examples of the distribution of the electric potential for the considered anatomical slices are presented in the Results section of234

this manuscript.235

Finally, in order to complete the forward model in a real case scenario, it is necessary to build a measurement matrix M236

containing all the voltages captured at the sensing positions for every current pattern driven by an electrode pair. For simplicity,237

the number of voltages and current patterns are equal (Nv), which gives a total of (Nv · Nv) measurements per acquisition frame238

inside the proposed EIT system. Applying matrix M to the potentials allows to write the form,239

d = Mφ +η (8)

where d ∈ ℜ(Nv·Nv)×Nv is the real potential generated in each sensing electrode by every current pattern (M ∈ ℜ(Nv·Nv)×Ne , φ ∈240

ℜNe×Nv ) and η is an error term that mimics the effect of noise acquired during the measurement process.241

Inverse Problem in EIT with non-linear optimization242

The Inverse Problem in EIT can be seen as the process to find the optimal conductivity distribution map minimizing Eq. 9.243

σ∗ = arg min
Nv

∑
i=1

‖ Fi(σ)−di ‖2
2 +λ ‖ R(σ) ‖l p (9)
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The first term on the right-hand side is the data term that tries to fit the measured data to the forward model in a least244

square sense, whereas the second term is a regularization (or image) term that uses a priori information to compensate for the245

information loss due to the EIT process (measurement error, noise, etc.), thereby reducing the solution set for σ : R(σ ) is a given246

penalty function and λ the regularization parameter. The choice of the lp-norm involved in the image term also contributes for247

the type of conductivity estimation obtained by Eq. 9. For example, the Tikhonov regularization is a least square norm (l2-norm)248

that penalizes transitions within the σ map, smoothing out solution edges14. By its turn, Total Variation (TV) is an l1-norm of249

the spatial image gradient that penalizes transitions on the amplitude and not its slope. Therefore, the l1-norm penalty is smaller250

for a data outliner than l2-norm, a candidate for superior performance in the recovery of conductivity discontinuities commonly251

found within biological tissues. Nevertheless, the solution obtained by l1-norm involves the minimization of a non-differential252

function of the form,253

‖ R(σ) ‖1= ΨTV (σ) =
∫

Ω
|∇σ |dr =

∫

Ω

[

√

K

∑
k=1

( δσ

δ rk

)2

+β 2
]

dr (10)

where K is the number of dimensions within domain Ω and β is a constant that ensures TV is differentiable when gradients are254

close to zero. The discrete version of TV for a K-dimensional space is given below as30,255

ΨTV (σ) =
Ne

∑
n=1

(

√

K

∑
k=1

(Dn
kσ)2 +β 2

)

(∆r)K (11)

evaluated in all the elements of the domain (Ne) and gradient (D) for each space direction. Using TV as the regularizer and the256

adopted settings in the current manuscript for the Forward Problem, the Inverse Problem can be fully described by Eq. 12: for a257

fixed λ , this corresponds to a non-liner optimization problem for σ31.258

σ∗ = arg min
Nv

∑
i=1

‖ Mφi −di ‖2
2 +λΨTV

s.t. A(σ)φi = vi, di = Mφi +η

(12)

The mathematical derivations present so far have been arranged in order to solve the Inverse Problem iteratively by the259

Gauss-Newton (GN) method, which combines 2nd-order information obtained by the expansion in Taylor’s series of the260

objective function in optimization, with approximations to the Hessian matrix (2nd derivatives) made by the product of the261

Jacobian (1st derivatives) and its transpose, as minimization to the sum of squared objective functions31, 32. The gradient of262

Eq. 12 is thus fundamental to define the iterative scheme as,263

GEIT =
Nv

∑
i=1

[GLS]i +λGTV (13)

where [GLS]i is the gradient of the i th least square data term and GTV the gradient of the TV regularizer. The gradient for the264

data term is calculated by making use of the properties of the derivative for l2-norms as Eq. 14 attests.265

[GLS]i =
∂ (‖ MA−1(σ)vi −di ‖2

2)

∂σ
=

∂ [MA−1(σ)vi]
T

∂σ
[MA−1(σ)vi −di] = JT

ri
· ri (14)

Table 1. Conductivity of some body tissues present in the anatomical phantoms used in the current manuscript22, 28, 29.

Tissue σ (S/m) Tissue σ (S/m)

Heart 0.67 Stomach (pH 2.5) 2.5

Lung 0.138 Urinary Bladder 0.4

Liver 0.14 Bone 0.006

Subcutaneous tissue 0.04 Air1 1×10−1

Muscle 0.13

Note: 1The conductivity of air (free space) is zero, however, for the purpose of numerical stability, it was assigned a small non-zero value.
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The quantity Jri
is the Jacobian of each Forward Problem involving an active current source and ri the ith residual term.266

Further developments on the Jacobian term, namely by means of the properties for the inverse matrix, allow to obtain Eq. 15.267

Jri
=

∂ [MA−1(σ)vi]

∂σ
=−MA−1 ∂ [A(σ)φi]

∂σ
=−MA−1Cri

(15)

Finally, the expression for the gradient of the ith least square data term for the EIT Inverse Problem is given by Eq. 16.268

[GLS]i =−CT
ri
[A−T (MT · ri)] (16)

For the TV functional, the gradient is obtained by the 1st-order derivative applied to the discrete version of TV in Eq. 11,269

yielding the expression below.270

GTV = (∆r)K
Ne

∑
n=1

K

∑
k=1

[Dn
k ](D

n
kσ)

√

(Dn
kσ)2 +β 2

(17)

The optimization problem in EIT just described converges to its global minimum if the system is convex. So, a quadratic271

bound for the system of equations in Eq. 12, is desirable. Within the adopted formulation, one should note that the data term is272

already quadratic, whereas, for the image term, the authors of study33 have demonstrated that the TV regularizer adopted in the273

current manuscript can be used as a quadratic majorizer by applying some algebraic manipulation to the 1st -order expansion in274

Taylor’s series for the square root function. With the latter quadratic bound fulfilled, the iterative update of the Gauss-Newton275

algorithm applied to the Inverse Problem can be given as,276

{

σ (p+1) = σ (p)+∆σ

∆σ =−
[

∑
Nv
i=1[J

T
ri
· Jri

](p)+λ
GTV (σ

(p))

σ (p) +ξ Id
]−1

·
[

∑
Nv
i=1[J

T
ri
· ri]

(p)+λGTV (σ
(p))

] (18)

where ∆σ is the conductivity update, p the current iteration, p+1 the next iteration, ξ the Levenberg-Marquardt parameter and277

Id the identity matrix. Reconstruction of distribution maps for conductivity inside 2D domains were presented in the Results278

section only. To that end, the 2D discrete version of GTV was re-written in a more compact way as,279

GTV (σ) = (∆r)2(DTWD)σ (19)

with ∆r being the domain resolution for both axis directions (square image), while D is defined as D = [(Dh)T (Dv)T ]T , and W280

=
[

diag(w(σ)) 0

0 diag(w(σ))

]

, with diagonal entries given by w(σ ) =
[

1√
(Dn

h
σ)2+(Dn

vσ)2+β 2
,n = 1, ...,Ne

]

.281

Other reconstruction approaches282

Linear reconstruction methods for EIT assume that a small perturbation in conductivity inside the domain will produce a283

linear change on the voltage measurements at the boundary. One of the most common linear approximations is the so-called284

2D back-projection algorithm for EIT based on the work by Santosa and Vogelius16. The algorithm consists in assigning to285

every pixel within the image the corresponding electric potential registered at the boundary by following the electric field lines286

originating from pixel location until they reach the first pixel (or element) in the surrounding boundary. Besides depending on287

pixel location, these equipotential lines are largely influenced by the pattern in which the current is injected through a pair of288

electrodes or, equivalently, the electric dipole at the boundary, as shown in Figs. 7A to 7C.289

Since the continuous domain boundary cannot be covered in its entire extension by a discrete number of electrodes, the290

site at which the equipotential line terminates usually does not correspond to a surface electrode but, instead, to an elsewhere291

location in-between two adjacent electrodes. In these cases, the potential registered at the surface electrode that is closer to the292

line termination is assigned to the inner pixel. This way, a mapping operator denoted by Pm is created for every rotation of the293

dipole position and within the same current-injection protocol. When both data vectors containing the voltage measurements294

for the disturbed and undisturbed (original) conductivity map are available, the disturbed image map (δσ ) can be obtained as,295

δσ j +σ j =− 1

M

M

∑
m=1

Pm(δσ j +σ j)

Pm(σ j)
·σ j (20)
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Figure 7. Intermediary maps obtained during the resolution of the Inverse Problem in EIT. A. Back-projection operator obtained using adjacent pair injection of current on a

32-electrode arrangement, with source and sink located in the bottom-most part of the phantom. B. Back-projection operator obtained for an 8-electrode spacing between source

and sink on the same arrangement. C. Back-projection operator with adjacent pair injection of current on a 16-electrode arrangement. D. Sensitivity distribution for electrode pairs

with different current injection and voltage detection numbers (32-electrode arrangement).

where j represents the image pixel and m is the number of dipole rotations.296

Finally, conductivity map estimation using the sensitivity approach is based on the substitution of the Jacobian matrix297

in Eq. 18 by an approximation derived from the Gaselowitz’s theorem34. This theorem gives a rational to evaluate the298

measurements’ effectiveness in sampling σ variations inside a domain in the static or quasi-static electromagnetic scenarios35, 36.299

It is derived initially from the Lorentz’s reciprocity theorem for the case of two arbitrary systems – denoted by 1 and 2 – of300

electric fields produced by a pair of sources inside a finite spatial domain, also referred to as the direct and adjoint fields301

respectively. For EIT, the electric field is obtained from the gradient of a scalar potential and the difference in potential between302

two systems is the voltage. In multi-systems with a large number of current sources, variation in measurements due to a change303

in σ is expressed as,304

∆φ = S∆σ (21)

where S is the sensitivity matrix, whose entries are calculating according to Eq. 22 for a limited number Nv of equivalent current305

sources with the same magnitude (I). An example of a distribution pattern of S for a different electrode pair number used for306

current injection and voltage detection is shown in Fig. 7D.307

Si, j,i6= j =
1

I2
(∇φi ·∇φ j) (22)

Replacement of the Jacobian matrix by the sensitivity equivalent gives the iterative update of the GN method in the form of308

Eq. 23.309

{

σ (p+1) = σ (p)+∆σ

∆σ =−
[

∑
Nv
i=1[S

T ·S](p)+λ
GTV (σ

(p))

σ (p) +ξ Id
]−1

·
[

∑
Nv
i=1[S

T · ri]
(p)+λGTV (σ

(p))
] (23)

For p = 0, the above method yields the typical single-step GN method with sensitivity calculation, useful in situations310

requiring fast estimations of the conductivity distribution map in larger numerical domains. Both the single-step Gauss-Newton311

(sensitivity approach) and back-projection methods were used to compare the estimation performance obtained by the proposed312

non-linear method, that is, the resolution of the traditional 2D algebraic system for the GN method with TV regularization, as313

part of the Results section.314
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Figures

Figure 1

Resolution of the Forward Problem in EIT for medical images. A. MRI transverse slices from the chest,
abdomen, and pelvic regions to be used as templates for the calculation of the electric potential
distribution within these regions and imposed by off-body sources (electrodes). B. Potential distribution in
the chest region when exciting from the left-side of the body. C. Potential distribution at the level of the
liver (abdomen). D. Potential at the level of the urinary bladder (pelvic region). E. Potential difference
(voltage) obtained at each electrode-sensing pair as a function of the excitation pair number (chest).



Figure 2

Conductivity reconstruction maps obtained by the three different methods (2D back-projection, GN with
sensitivity and non-linear approaches) using 32 boundary electrodes, the adjacent electrode pair for
current injection/measurement collection and SNR level of 30 dB for the collected vector of voltage
potentials.



Figure 3

Performance metrics obtained for the chest, abdomen and pelvis phantoms, reconstructed by the
proposed non-linear GN method. A. Evolution of the error norm as a function of the regularization
parameter l used in the reconstruction routine for the three phantoms (32 electrodes, adjacent electrode
pair protocol, SNR level of 30 dB). B. Evolution of the normalized error norm as a function of the number
of iterations for the phantoms with the same number of boundary electrodes (32), SNR level (30 dB) and
different injection protocols (adjacent, quarter or half). C. Error norm evolution with iteration number for
the phantoms with the same injection protocol (adjacent electrode-pair), SNR level (30 dB) and different
number of boundary electrodes (8, 16 or 32). D. Error norm evolution along iterations calculated as an
average value between the phantoms subjected to different SNR levels (adjacent protocol with 32
boundary electrodes).



Figure 4

Conductivity reconstruction maps obtained for several tomographic slices located in the chest, abdomen
and pelvis with affected areas (dashed circle) corresponding either to associated medical conditions (e.g.,
mass obstruction in the chest region and liver damage in the abdomen) or different volumes of enclosed
conductivity (urine within the pelvis). These reconstructions were performed for the three numerical
methods described within the manuscript (2D back-projection, GN with sensitivity and non-linear
approaches) using a 32-electrode system with adjacent electrode pair protocol and SNR level of 30 dB.



Figure 5

Performance metrics employed for quality assessment of the reconstruction maps for σ obtained by the
numerical methods, under the in�uence of different initial conditions. A. Evolution of SNRrecon (left) and
DMErecon (right) metrics for the chest, abdominal and pelvic phantoms using the 2D back-projection
(BP), GN with sensitivity (SE) and non-linear (NL) approaches, in the condition of 8 boundary electrodes,
adjacent electrode pair protocol and several SNR levels affecting the collected measurements. B. Same
metrics evolution obtained when employing 16 boundary electrodes. C. Metrics evolution for a 32-
electrode system. D. SNRrecon and DMErecon metrics for a 32-electrode system using the quarter
injection/measurement protocol (separation of 8 electrodes). E. Identical metrics for the half
injection/measurement protocol (separation of 16 electrodes in the 32-electrode system). F. Evolution of
the performance metrics for the anatomical slices with associated medical conditions in the chest and
abdominal phantoms (32-electrode system, adjacent electrode pair protocol and three SNR levels of
added noise: 20, 30 and 40 dB). G. Same metrics for the condition of varying urinary bladder volume (4
discrete levels labelled from 1 to 4). H. Evolution of the performance metrics for all the tested phantoms,
with initial blank conductivity distribution (NL) or estimate from the 2D back-projection method (NL+BP),
used as the �rst iteration of the non-linear GN method. I. Evolution of the image error norm along the
iterations of the proposed non-linear GN method for the chest, abdominal and pelvic phantoms (32-
electrode system, adjacent electrode pair protocol, 20 dB SNR) with different initial conductivity map
estimate: blank distribution (NL) and derived from back-projection (NL+BP).



Figure 6

Conductivity reconstruction maps obtained for the proposed non-linear method with TV regularization
and initial estimate obtained by the 2D back-projection method (32-electrode system, adjacent electrode
pair protocol, SNR level of 20 dB). A. Chest phantom. B. Chest phantom with mass obstruction of the lung
tissue encircled by the pink dashed circle. C. Abdominal phantom. D. Abdominal phantom with affected
tissue damage inside the liver. E. Pelvic phantom with residual urinary bladder volume. F. Pelvic phantom
with a lower intermediary volume contained inside the bladder walls. G. Pelvic phantom for a higher
intermediary bladder volume. H. Pelvic phantom closer to the condition of full urinary bladder volume.

Figure 7

Intermediary maps obtained during the resolution of the Inverse Problem in EIT. A. Back-projection
operator obtained using adjacent pair injection of current on a 32-electrode arrangement, with source and
sink located in the bottom-most part of the phantom. B. Back-projection operator obtained for an 8-
electrode spacing between source and sink on the same arrangement. C. Back-projection operator with
adjacent pair injection of current on a 16-electrode arrangement. D. Sensitivity distribution for electrode
pairs with different current injection and voltage detection numbers (32-electrode arrangement).
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